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ABSTRACT

Observations done indicate that majority of stars are clustered together as viewed on the 
celestial sphere from the Earth but when viewed with powerful telescopes we realize 
that they are two or more stars revolving around their barycentres. The barycentre is the 
center of mass of two or more bodies that orbit one another. Most stars are usually in 
groups from binary systems to globular clusters which composes of hundreds of 
thousands of stars. In binary systems, stars move in elliptical orbit with respect to their 
barycentre.

In this project, we identified a binary star system through the CDS (Centre de Données 
astronomiques de Strasbourg - Strasbourg astronomical Data Center) website 
(http://cds.u-strasbg.fr/). In this case, the star DW Cep was the subject of the study. We 
then used a robotic 40mm telescope based in the Canary Island, Spain (Teide 
Observatory) to obtain both raw and reduced images - in the format (.fits.fz). The 
telescope was accessed through the Las Cumbres Observatory website 
(https://observe.lco.global/).

Aladin sky atlas was then used to map out the comparison stars that will help us obtain 
the light curve since they had a constant magnitude. This was followed by running the 
data through SAOImage DS9 which we used to reduce the data to 16 bit integer. Iris 
software requires that the image files not have an intensity larger than 32767 pixels. Iris 
was used to attain the intensity or brightness values of the variable and comparison stars.
From that data, we plotted a light curve that showed the secondary and the primary 
eclipse. The light curves plotted included the differential magnitudes against the Julian 
date of the observation and the differential magnitude against the phase of the star 
system. These light curves provided us with the information necessary to determine 
whether the selected target is an eclipsing binary star, the orbital period and the linear 
size of the star system.

http://cds.u-strasbg.fr/
https://observe.lco.global/
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

One of the most useful scientific research projects suitable for small telescopes equipped
with CCD cameras or high-quality photometers is monitoring period changes in short-
period binaries. The Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) are preferred over photo-multiplier
tubes and photo-diodes because they are very sensitive to light over a wide range of 
wavelengths from the ultraviolet to infrared and can measure many stars at once in 
contrast to photo-multiplier tubes and photo-diodes that measure one star at a time. 
Many such binaries are bright (V<12), have orbital periods less than one day and have 
deep eclipse minima (V>0.1), making them easily observable.

Binary stars are important because they are numerous in number and we can extract 
more information about stars by comparing them among themselves and are also the 
only source of our knowledge on the basic characteristics of stars and their formation. 
This gives us a greater understanding of the evolution of the universe, it’s apparent size, 
it’s age and the expansion rate. Binary stars are also ideal distance estimators since 
absolute magnitudes of the components can be readily obtained from their luminosity. 
The figure below shows a binary star system:

Figure 1.0:  A binary star system

There are various types of binary stars namely:



 Optical double stars: they appear close together just by coincidence since they 
lie along the same line of sight but they are not true binaries and could be light 
years away from each other. They are not gravitationally bound and are totally 
independent of each other.

 Astrometric binary stars: this a binary system where one of the companion is 
too bright hence it dominates the other faint companion. Such binaries cannot be 
observed using a telescope hence they are not visual binaries. We detect the 
companion of the bright star by using astrometry which measures and explains the
positions and movements of stars and other celestial bodies. If only one star is 
present, it moves on a straight line. But in binary or multiple system the orbital 
motion is different. The unseen companion is implied by the oscillatory motion of 
the observed element of system.

 Spectroscopic binaries: In this case the stars are so close to one another that even
with a high-resolution telescope, we are unable to observe both members directly. 
We can detect the presence of the binary system via the Doppler effect that is 
evident in the periodic shift in spectral lines of the stars or the observed flux.

 Eclipsing binaries: If the line of sight of the observer lies close to the orbital 
plane of the system we can witness eclipses. Some of the light is blocked as one 
component passes in front of the other, the observed flux is diminished. Such a 
time-dependent change in flux enables us to further constrain the physical 
parameters of binary system. Eclipses can be used to obtain the inclination, stellar 
masses, radii, orbital eccentricity, effective temperatures. Eclipsing binary 
systems could also be spectroscopic or astrometric system at the same time if we 
can see eclipses.



Figure 1.1:  An Eclipsing binary star system

In most cases, the binary stars are not of the same size, luminosity and type. During the 
phase where the smaller star moves in front of the larger one, the hidden region emits 
light that does not reach observers on Earth. Among astronomers, this phase in the star 
system is known as a primary minimum. The brightness curve can however record 
another type of minimum – a secondary minimum. When the smaller star moves behind 
the larger star, the luminosity drops, and is usually significantly lower as compared to 
the phases where the two stars are next to each other. The difference in brightness 
between the two stars is the factor that determines whether the primary minimum or the 
secondary minimum is the lowest one.

When the small star has a surface brightness that is lower than that of its companion star,
the primary minimum is lower. Likewise, the secondary minimum becomes quite 
obvious on the brightness curve if the larger star is the darker of the two.
The brightness curve not only determines which of the two minimums is lower, but it 
also provides us with necessary information about the system itself, such as the 
relationship between the radii of the two stars, the period of their individual orbits and 
the mass of each of the components.

1.1  Statement of the Problem
The Earth is a very small stage in a vast cosmic arena, even these stars, which seem so 
numerous, are as dust - in the enormity of the space in which there is nothing. This 
challenges us to study stars more hence the need to know more about them.
When we look up at night and view the stars, everything we see is shinning irregardless 
of the vast distances separating us from them. When we look at them it becomes hard to 
tell whether they are optical doubles (line-of-sight alignment of two unrelated stars at 
different distances but observed together from the Earth).For ages, it has been a problem
to distinguish binary stars that are bound to each other by gravity from optical double 
stars which are not bound together and have no physical connection.

It is also a challenge to acquire information such as the masses, volume, temperatures, 
luminosity, radii and photospheric composition which cannot be clearly defined from 
observing a single star. In recent years, studies done on binary eclipsing systems have 
mainly adopted the differential magnitude method. This project also aims to use a new 
method. This is the use of the phase of the stars acquire the required results.

1.2 Problem Justification
There is a need for a close and detailed study of binary star so as to distinguish them 
from those that coincidentally appear together since they lie on a continuous line of 



sight. This will help eliminate illogical assumptions about the type of stars seen by 
observers.

Accurate identification of binary stars will help in obtaining more detailed data about 
stars such as their masses, volume, temperatures, luminosity, radii and chemical 
composition which could not be obtained earlier from observing single stars.
This will help us know how other heavenly bodies affect us especially the stars.
The knowledge obtained from such studies can help us to come up with more advanced 
theories on the evolution of our universe and keep astronomers on the competitive edge 
of new discoveries.

1.3 Main Objective
The main objective of this project is to be able to analyze data obtained to estimate the 
period of the binary star system and calculate the diameter of the primary star.

1.4 Specific Objectives
The specific objectives of the project are to:

 Select an eclipsing binary system.
 Data acquisition for the star system from the Las Cumbres Observatory.
 Analyze the data using several software by reducing it and enhancing it to formats

easier to understand and interpret.
 Measure the brightness of the system in order to obtain a light curve over one 

orbital phase.
 Calculate the estimates of the stars orbital period and the diameter of the primary 

star.



CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

On 28th October 2010, an article A two-solar-mass neutron star measured using Shapiro 
delay (1) was published in International weekly journal of science. The Shapiro delay is 
the extra time delay light experiences by traveling past a massive object due to general 
relativistic time dilation. It was first verified by Irwin Shapiro in 1964. In binary pulsar 
systems that we see it nearly edge-on, excess delay in the pulse arrival times can be 
observed when the pulsar is situated nearly behind the companion during orbital 
conjunction. As described by general relativity, the two physical parameters that 
characterize the Shapiro delay are the companion mass and inclination angle.
The authors studied pulsar and its binary companion nearly edge-on.

Pulsars are supernova remnants and so far more than 1500 pulsars have been discovered.
A pulsar is a rotating neutron star that have jets of particles moving almost at the speed 
of light streaming out above their magnetic poles. These jets produce very powerful 
beams of light, that we can detect on Earth. A neutron star is about 20 km in diameter 
and has the mass of about 1.4 times that of our Sun, thus they are very dense. Its internal
temperature is to 108 K and surface temperature around 106 K. Composition and 
properties of neutron star are still theoretically uncertain. Like we saw in previously, we 
are able to measure mass and other parameters of a star when it is in a binary system. 
Some of the important parameters published in article are presented in the next table:

Parameters Value
Pulsar’s spin period 3.1508 ms
Orbital period 8.6866 days
Inclination 89.17°
Mass pulsar 1.97 M⊙

Mass companion 0.50 M⊙

Characteristic age 5.2 Giga-year

These measurements are very accurate and a pulsar mass is by far the highest precisely 
measured neutron star mass determined so far. Because the mass of pulsar is much more 
than it supposed to be, the density is higher and they can more precisely determine or 
rule out theoretical models of their composition.

In October 2009 an article: Accurate masses and radii of normal stars: modern results
and applications (2) was published. The authors identified 95 detached binaries 
containing 190 stars (α Centauri and 94 eclipsing systems ), consistent with the criteria 
that they had to be non-interacting systems and their masses and radii can both be 
trusted to be accurate to better than ±3%. They searched the literature for such systems, 



examined and recomputed all data. For each system they determined the distance, 
eccentricity, period and approximate age, and for most members, their rotational 
velocities, metallic abundances, masses, radii, luminosity, magnitudes and effective 
temperatures. The effective temperature is accurate to ±2%, distance to ±5% and age to 
25 to 50%. Later on it is revealed how the physical parameters affect stellar evolution.

Kepler satellite was launched in March 2009. The Kepler Mission is a NASA Discovery 
Program for detecting potentially life-supporting planets around other stars and 
determine how many of the billions of stars in our galaxy have such planets. This is 
done by photometry. Observations have already shown the presence of planets orbiting 
individual stars in multiple star systems. The resolution needed to detect transit of the 
planet must be very high and Kepler telescope simultaneously measures the variations in
the brightness of more than 100,000 stars every 30 minutes, so there is a lot of data to 
examine. From these data certain physical parameters for eclipsing binaries can be 
extracted.

John Mitchell in 1767 proposed that double stars were physically connected to each 
other. He argued that the probability of two stars being aligned close together by chance 
was much smaller than the recorded pairs (5). William Herschel published a catalogue of
269 double stars in 1782 and a further 434 two years later. After continuous observations
of the recorded double stars, by 1803, he was able to prove that some of the pairs had a 
mutual physical attraction that could not be explained by differential parallaxes. By the 
end of the 19th century, E. C. Pickering had discovered the first spectroscopic binaries. 
His discovery revealed that each of the two components of the Mizar system contained 
two stars making it a quadruple system (3). The first eclipsing binary star, Algol, was 
also confirmed as a spectroscopic binary in 1889 (4).

There has been many theories on the formation of binary stars. The three most popular 
ones include the capture theory, the binary fission hypothesis and fragmentation theory.

The capture theory was hypothesized in 1867 by an Irish physicist, G. J. Stoney. He 
proposed that the two companion stars were initially single stars, independent of each 
other. As they approached each other, they were forced to revolve around the other about
a central center of gravity (10). This theory however, has been disregarded as a source of
energy dissipation is required to restrain the two stars together (11). There exists three 
different cases within the capture theory in which the formation of binary stars can 
occur. The first process is when a third-body is present. The energy dissipated from the 
two stars orbit is propagated to the third star as kinetic energy. This energy pushes the 
third star out of the system while the other two become gravitationally bound (12). This 
model has a high chance of occurrence in a region of high stellar density such as the 
center of a globular cluster making the three-body capture model a rare occurrence and 
usually creates binary systems that are both massive and very wide apart (11). The 



second process is tidal dissipation through two-body dissipation. These two-body 
interactions occur more often than the three-body interactions. For this process to 
successfully happen the two bodies must be close enough to dissipate energy to bind the 
system (13). The excitation of the tides in the stars converts the orbital energy into heat. 
In cases were the tides are not significant because the distance is not close enough, many
counters are needed to dissipate enough energy (12). The third case occurs when there is
an interaction with the gaseous disks of a rotating protostar. (14). A protostar is an early 
phase in star formation that forms by the gas of giant molecular cloud contracting (7). If 
two protostar disks undergo a close interaction the gases can cause dissipation through 
certain processes such as gravitational drag, gas drag, tidal forces, radiation and shock 
heating. Binary stars formed in this method would have separations limited to the size of
the protostellar disks, around 10 – 100 AU (11). As these three processes depend on 
many variables and must occur in areas of high stellar density clusters, the capture 
method cannot be the dominant process in the creation of the majority of binaries (12).

The Binary Fission Hypothesis has been around for a long time and was once thought to 
be the most likely candidate (15). As the star accumulates materials during the protostar 
phase or after disk accretion is completed and it begins contracting towards the main 
sequence fission occurs. The law of conservation of angular momentum means that as it 
contracts the star must increase its spin (14). It is then said to have become rotationally 
unstable as the ratio of gravitational to rotational energy becomes higher. As the ratio 
increases, the gas cloud evolves taking an ellipsoidal shape and becoming progressively 
distorted (16). As the distortion grows, a bar shape is formed and then proceeds to take 
the form of a bar-bell. A star is then formed with the accumulated masses at the end of 
the barbell, creating a contact binary. As they move towards the main sequence, they 
become detached (17). Simulations have however ruled out this method because the 
spiral arms of the system and the gravitational torque are able to eject the mass and 
angular momentum. The result is still considered fission as there is break up of 
component material. A disk around stellar remnant is created as a result of the ejected 
mass (18).

The Fragmentation theory is currently the leading theory for the formation of binary 
stars. It suggests that binary stars are created during the collapse of a molecular cloud to 
create a protostar. A protostar usually collapses in two phases. The first is an early 
optically thin isothermal phase that is followed by an optically thick adiabatic phase. 
The conditions during the isothermal phase are more favorable for fragmentation to 
occur (14). As fragmentation is a relatively new theory, there are several differing ideas 
on how it works. One of the hypothesis is that the rotating collapse of material from the 
in-falling envelope induces fragmentation (12). During the collapse, the density of the 
spherical envelope increases. A large, flattened asymmetric structure with double density
peaks is formed from the rotation. Wide binary systems with a separation distance of 
approximately 1000 AU or close binary systems with less than half that distance are 



created as a result of the angular momentum of the in-falling which affects the 
separation of the peaks (19). The second hypothesis suggests that the disks of a protostar
when subjected to a strong gravitational instability, may fragment to create one or more 
companions (20). The angular momentum of the in-falling envelope forms a massive 
disk. The gravity of the disk allows fragmentation to occur at large radii therefore 
creating binary components. These new fragments would be in the same plane as the 
original star and would have a common angular momentum vector. This second method 
is considered to be the most likely fragmentation mechanism for creating binary stars 
after recent research as shown by J. J. Tobin et al (19). Using observations from the Very
Larger Array (VLA) and the Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave 
Astronomy (CARMA) it was discovered that an apparent circumbinary disk exists 
around two protostars e.g. L1165-SMM1. Two protostars were also observed to have 
secondary sources located almost orthogonal to the outflow direction, which would be 
expected if their formation occurred within the disk and the outflow is perpendicular to 
the equatorial plane. These results along with other recent data makes disk fragmentation
the strongest theory on the formation of close binary stars.

In the majority of binary systems, the two companion stars are sufficiently far away such
that they have a negligible effect on each other. Their evolution happens independently 
much like single stars with only a slight force of gravity keeping them bound (1). 
However, when binary stars are close enough they can alter the structure of one another. 
The surface of the secondary star can be distorted by the primary companion through the
gravitational force being much stronger at its nearest side than its farthest creating a 
pear-like shape. This is called a tidal effect. This distortion causes a loss of the total 
internal energy. As the stars rotate, material is shifted into the swelled region and these 
materials create friction by rubbing against each other. This causes a loss of rotational 
and orbital energies resulting in the circularization of the orbits, and causes the stars to 
always face the same direction as one another. At this point, the spins become 
synchronized (7). The distorted star might also lose some of its outer layers to its 
companion if the force is strong enough (1).



CHAPTER 3: DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Choice of Target

Factors to consider in selection of target

 The orbital period should allow observation of various phases of the period for 
several times in a month. About 2 days to allow for acquisition of up to 15 images
in a month.

 The period of the target should not be too close so as to avoid very close 
observations in the same phase.

 For better observation of the target the primary eclipse should be about 10% of the
total period

Visibility of the target

 We consider to choose a target that is visible for a wide fraction of the night by 
choosing a suitable range of the right ascension (RA) and declination (DE). We 
indicate this range in the constraints in the modified catalog.

 The declination should be positive and slightly negative (e.g -200 up to +900) for 
the observations done in the northern hemisphere but negative and slightly 
positive (-900 up to -200).

 The magnitude of our target should be in a range where it is not too faint and not 
too bright to saturate the field (9.0 < V > 12.0).

STARALT is a free online software that can be access through the link:
http://catserver.ing.iac.es/staralt/. It is used to check the visibility of the target during the
selected observation dates.
The information  required to check the visibility of the target includes:
• The date of observation (calendar date).
• The name of the observatory.
• The coordinates of the observatory.
• The altitude and the off-set time at the observatory.
• The coordinates of the target.

The output of the STARALT query is shown in the graph below:

http://catserver.ing.iac.es/staralt/


Figure 1.2:  STARALT output 

The angular distance between the Moon and the target is approximately 81 and the 
Moon is at 100% illumination.
Since the angular distance should be at least 60 and the air mass at least 1.04.

We will use the VizieR database developed at CDS (Strasbourg Data Center), to select a 
target in the following steps:

3.2 Selection of a Catalogue:

 Access CDS (Strasbourg Data Center) website via the URL (http://cds.u-
strasbg.fr/) in the browser and then in the home page click on >> VizieR 
Catalogue database. (See Fig 1)

 To select the catalogue, go to the window >>Astronomy and scroll to 
>>Binaries: eclipsing and then we’ll click on it to be highlighted.

 Click on >>Find catalogs. (See Fig 2)

http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/


 Click  on >>Get the Full list of 609 matching catalogs. (See Fig 3)
 Scroll down and click on the journal containing information eclipsing binary stars 

>>J/A+A/446/785 in the first column. (See Fig 4)

(J – Journal, A+A – Astronomy and Astrophysics, Volume 446, Page 785)

Selecting an Eclipsing Binary in the Catalogue:

 After clicking on the name of the journal >>J/A+A/446/785 we will access the 
query of the catalogue.

 We will then modify the query by inserting constraints so as to get a limited 
number of targets depending on the factors considered when selecting the target 
and then click on >>submit.

 We will then acquire a list with a limited number of targets and the target with 
constraints closest to our requirements will be selected.

The constraints to be selected include the magnitude of the star at maximum brightness, 
depth of the primary minimum, duration of the primary eclipse and the coordinates of 
the range in which the target should lie within. The coordinates are carefully chosen 
depending on the time of the year. (See Fig 5)

3.3 Collecting Data from Las Cumbres Observatory Website:

 We will first visit their official website (https://lco.global/).
 Click on >>Observing Portal.
 On the next page we will key in the email address and password to login into our 

account to access the observing portal.
 Once the next page displays, click on >>Submit observation.
 On the next page, on the General Information tab, click on >>Name and input 

the name e.g Karanja_DW Cep.
 Click on >>Proposal and select >> Astrolab – Starlight in the university lab 

LCOEPO2018A-001.
 In the request tab, click on >>Instrument and select >>0.4 meter sBIG
 In the same tab, go to the configuration window. Click the >>Exposure count and

input value as 1.
 Click on the >>Exposure time and input a value between 25 and 40. Any value 

lower than 25 will be too dark for accurate measurements and any value larger 
than 40 will be too bright for accurate measurement.

 Click on >>Filter and select blue.
 On the target tab, click on >>Name and input the name of the target star.

https://lco.global/


 Click on >>right ascension and input the right ascension coordinates of the target
star.

 Click on >>declination and input the declination coordinates of the target star.
 On the right side of the page, click on >>save draft  and the >>submit request. 

(See Fig 6)
  A pop-up page will then appear asking you to confirm the request and providing 

time on how long the observation will occur. Click on >>agree.
 Return to >>home. The request is successful if the request shows pending, 

indicating it’s awaiting telescope time.
 Once the request is complete, click on the name that was input for the request and 

this will take us to another page so that we can download the data.
 Click on the tab >>Data and select the reduced data with the file extension .fits.fz 

and click >>Download selected.
 The data will automatically download to your system. (See Fig 7)

3.4 Identification Of Comparison Stars:
In order to produce a light curve, we will need to observe comparison stars as well. A 
comparison star is a star used as a reference point in the determination of another star's 
position, brightness among other observable characteristics. They must be non-variable 
stars and located in the same field of view as the variable target. These are stars of 
known magnitude, ideally with similar magnitudes to the variable star. The comparison 
stars will be used to calibrate the magnitude of the variable star when reducing the data. 
During data reduction process, we will have to identify using star patterns the target and 
the reference ones. We will use two main software for star identification:

 Aladin Sky Atlas
 SAOImage DS9

The comparison stars chosen are:
BD+62 1865            RA 20 52 17.67065, Dec +62 45 35.2740
TYC 4251-1751-1   RA 20 51 32.57642, Dec +62 44 23.9463
TYC 4250-1321-1   RA 20 50 54.52655, Dec +62 46 33.4799

Aladin Sky Atlas

 We will then launch the Aladin Atlas application on the computer.
 Click on >>file and then on >>Open server selector.
 When the next page appears, we will click on >>DSS… and then select >>DSS 

from ESO (Garching/Deutschland – DSS.ESO).
 After the next page appears, in the Target space, we will input the the right 

ascension and declination of our target star. In the Sky Survey space we will select
“DSS2-blue – POSSZUKSTU_blue”, then fill the Width (arcmin) and Height 



(arcmin) spaces with 40 each. This will indicate the dimensions of the telescope, 
then click on >>submit.

 Go back to the previous page and then we will click on >>SIMBAD and then 
select >>star in the display filter and then click >>submit.

 The target star will then be displayed in the next page.
 We will then realign it so that we can be able to view more number of comparison

stars easily.
 Once the comparison stars have been identified, we will plot a chart by 

connecting the stars by lines. These lines create a pattern that will be used to 
identify the position of both the target star and comparison stars. (See Fig 8)

3.5 Data Processing

3.5.1 SAOImage DS9

 SAOImage DS9 is an open source,image processing software. The purpose of this step 
is to ensure the images are coded on 16-bit integer data so that the dynamic of a classical
image is between 0-32767. 

• Go to >>menu bar >> File >> Open. A new navigation window will open.
• Select the directory that contains the images in the .fits format >>Enter.
• When the image has been loaded, go to the >>menu bar >> Scale >> Z scale.
• Go to >>menu bar >>Edit >>Rotate. This step is used to rotate the image in the 

North Up direction so that it is easier to acquire the comparison stars from the 
pattern derived using the Aladin sky atlas. (See Fig 9)

• Go to >>menu bar and select >>Region. Drag the mouse on the target and draw 
a circle by holding down on the right button.

• Go to >>menu bar >>Region >>Get Info.
• A new window will appear and on it, click >>Analysis and the select on 

>>Statistics.
• Another window appears from which we will check the max value so that it is not 

above 32767 as discussed above.
• Go to  >>menu bar >>File >> Save.
• Go to >>menu bar >>File >>Display Header and check the bits per pixel of the 

image. (See Fig 10)

This process is repeated for all the images to ensure that the data is correct.



3.5.2 IRIS Software

IRIS is a free astronomical images processing software. It uses images in both 16 and 32
bit integers as long as the max intensity of the targets does not exceed 32767 pixels. 
However, images of the file format .fits are not processed by the software. This means 
that all the files have to be manually changed to .fit.

 IRIS software will be installed into the computer from the website 
(http://www.astrosurf.com/buil/us/iris/iris.html).

 Once the installation process is complete, launch by double-clicking on the logo 
displayed on the desktop.

 Once it starts, two windows will be displayed, the main window and the threshold
window.

 Go to >>menu bar >>File menu >>Settings.
 Once the settings dialog box is open, we will select the working path in which the 

images to be analyzed have been saved, click on the .fit format file and click on 
>>OK.

 Go to >>menu bar >>Load >>Open to bring the image to the main window. The
image may not be seen due to the threshold limits and will be controlled 
automatically by clicking >>Auto on the floating threshold filter to set the black 
level and clipping level.

 We will then go to >> menu bar >>File >>Image info. A pop-up window will 
appear showing the information about the image. 

 To save the output file, go to >>File >>Save under the format *dat and give it any
name. The output file will be saved in the working directory that is being used.

 Drag the mouse around the target star and right click, select on >>PSF. This gives
the quality of the image. On the new dialog box, x and y represent the coordinates
of the target on the image. I represents the intensity of both the star and the sky 
background. It does not however represent the peak intensity but the sum of the 
intensities of the pixels forming the star, B represents the local sky background 
and FWHM X and Y represent the full width at half maximum of the star at axis 
X and Y respectively. Save the information so that the value of FWHM will be 
used when computing the aperture photometry of the target.

 Go to >>menu bar >>Analysis >>Select Objects. A mouse pointer with four 
arrows appears. Drag the mouse pointer and click on the target star followed by 
the comparison stars. 

 Go to >>menu bar >> Analysis >> Automatic Photometry.
 On the automatic photometry window, change the input generic name to “file-1-” 

and in the number input box a value of “1” is selected. 
 Click on the magnitude output to activate it and leave the magnitude constant 

value as 0.000

http://www.astrosurf.com/buil/us/iris/iris.html


 Select >>Aperture photometry. The FWHM value then comes into play. It is 
doubled and the value put into the box. When complete click on >>OK.

 An output dialog box appears. Click on >>File >>Save as >> and save the file as 
a .dat file. The output window displays the magnitudes of the selected objects and 
the Julian date of the image file. (See Fig 11)

 This process is repeated for all the files.

3.6 COMPUTATION USING EXCEL AND PYTHON
The saved .*dat files are then loaded on an excel sheet by using the separator as a blank. 
All the magnitudes and their corresponding Julian Dates are then added to another excel 
file.(See Fig 12) This is done so that we can compute the values of the differential 
magnitudes. This is done by subtracting the magnitude value of the comparison star 
from the variable star. This is done for all the comparison stars. The value of each 
comparison star is also subtracted form the other comparison i.e C1-C2, C2-C3, C3-
C4...etc(See Fig 13).

We will also require to compute the phase. This is done by selecting an epoch. An epoch 
is a date or referral time that marks the beginning of an astronomical event. The epoch 
chosen was that of the first day of the observations and is denoted by T0.
The phase was calculated by subtracting the value of T0 from the continuous Julian dates
of the other images and the divided by the period of the system. (T – T0 / P).
The phase is the fractional part of the solutions. 
Traditionally, researchers have used the differential magnitude and Julian dates to plot 
graphs. We will use both the traditional method and the phase against differential 
magnitudes to obtain the required graphs. The graphs were plotted using both excel and 
python.



CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

   

 4.1 Analysis
After acquiring the data from the LCO telescopes, FITS files were used to compare the 
star patterns in SAOImage DS9 and Aladin. After the identification of the comparison 
stars and the variable, the brightness was measured using IRIS. The data was then 
tabulated on an excel spreadsheet. See figure 12 and 13. Figure 12 shows brightness 
levels for the variable and comparison stars, Julian dates of the observations and the 
phase. The magnitude of the variable star was deducted from the comparison stars. 
Figure 13 shows the differential magnitudes of the stars. Using the Epoch time, T0, as 
2447392.36, dated 18th August 1988, the phase was calculated as:

Phase =  (  T – T0    )

                     P

where;  T – Julian date
   T0 – Epoch time
   P – orbital period

Once the phase value is acquired, only the fractional part is used (range from 0.0 – 1.0). 

4.2 Results
The excel data was saved as a .csv file. The file was the uploaded to a jupyter notebook 
page by running a python code that generated the graphs for all the uploads and saved 
them to the working directory. The graphs were also plotted using excel. From the 
display header from the SAOImage DS9, we get that the star has a parallax of 
0.0012131 mas. The parallax is the apparent displacement of an object because of a 
change in the observers point of view. 



Fig 1.3 Differential magnitude(V*C3) vs Julian Dates

Fig 1.4 Differential magnitude (V*C1) vs Julian Dates



Fig 1.4 Differential magnitude (V*C1) vs Phase

    Fig 1.4 Differential magnitude (V*C3) vs Phase



Fig 1.5: Light curve of C2-C1 differential magnitude against phase

Fig 1.6 :Light curve of C3-C1 differential magnitudes against phase



Fig 1.7: Light curve of differential magnitude between two comparison stars against Julian date

The clustering of the magnitude difference between the two comparison

stars, (in figures 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7), demonstrates that neither of the comparison stars 
varied over the observation period. Their magnitude variations should be constant to 
provide a measurable value of the variable star.

Parallax = 0.0012131arcsec / 1.2131mas

d = 1/P

d = 1/0.001213 = 824.33435parsecs

1 parsec = 3.26ly = 3.0857*1016 m

824.33435 * 3.0857*1016 = 2.54365*1016 Km – distance to DW Cep

Period = 5.033804 days, 

G = 6.6743*1011 N.m2 /Kg2 

R = separation distance



Tangential velocity, Vt = 4.7μd       where μ is the proper motion of the star and d is the 
       distance from Earth in parsecs

μ2 = μRA
2 – μDec

2

μRA – 0.0050407 sec/yr

μDec – 0.009218 arcsec/yr

μ = 0.07617, so that

Vt = 4.7*0.07617*824.33

     = 295.11Kms-1

The tangential velocity is the component perpendicular to our line of sight . It is used to 
calculate the space velocity to describe how fast it is moving and in what direction. To 
get this, the component parallel to our line of sight, VR  radial velocity, must be known. 
This is not done in this project since the stars spectral line need to be measured to 
acquire the wavelength shift.

If an object subtends an angle θ and is at a distance, d, from the observer (telescope) and
if θ is small as is always the case for objects in the sky, then the linear size of the object 
can be given by

D =         θd          where 206265 is the number of arcsecs in a circle / π
206265

=   0.001213 * 2.5437*10  16   Km   
                            206265

= 149598905Km

≈ 1.5 * 108Km



4.3 Error Analysis

Data is always susceptible to noise. Many methods for error analysis require knowledge 
about the noise distribution of the measured data. The easiest way to measure this error 
is to repeat a similar observation and monitor the distribution of the results. This can 
prove tough since considerable resources are needed (time, money, computational 
resources).
Some of the errors are likely to arise from:

• The data was collected during different times. The changes in atmospheric air 
mass, dust and mist could have scattered the light causing slight variations in the 
observable brightness of the star.

• Acquisition of perfect comparison stars was difficult since the binary system 
chosen does not have an existing AAVSO photometry chart to ease the process of 
selection.

• Systematic errors may have arisen during calculations and conversions to give 
slight differences from the true values.



CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion
In this project we were able to select a binary star system from the catalogue and extract 
a light curve that shows the dips which represent the primary eclipse and the secondary 
eclipse to show that DW Cep is an eclipsing binary.
Our first objective was achieved by being able to select a binary system from the 
catalogue, the second objective was accomplished by being able to acquire data from the
Las Cumbres Observatory, analyzing the data using the different software to get 
information easier to interpret and understand.
The third objective was achieved by acquiring plots from the data and we were able to 
get the dips showing the primary and secondary eclipses.
The final objective was cleared by estimating the orbital period, the diameter of the star 
and the tangential velocity of the star system.

5.2 Recommendations
With more resources, time and information base, future prospects on this subject include
mapping out the mass, size, luminosity, temperature and chemical composition of the 
individual stars in the system. More data collection can also give us more accurate 
results about the period of the star and provide clarification on whether the system is 
truly an eclipsing binary or whether the results are greatly affected by systematic or 
statistical errors.
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